Madeline Shute
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Melinda Gould
Wednesday, July 27, 2022 11:16 AM
Madeline Shute
FW: DRM Exhibit B DRB19-021/CDP19-015

Hi Maddie,
Please see email below for tonight’s DRB meeting.
Thanks,
Melinda Gould
City of Del Mar | Administrative Services
1050 Camino del Mar
Del Mar, CA 92014
| 858.704-3633 | mgould@delmar.ca.us
City Hall is open for public services Monday-Thursday, from 7:30 AM- 5:30 PM and Friday from 7:30 AM- 4:30
PM. Counter hours for Planning and Building services are Monday and Wednesday between 1:00 PM to 5:30 PM or by
appointment. All remote services will continue to be provided during regular City hours. Please check our City
website at www.delmar.ca.us for more information.
From: Steven McDowell <smcdowell4delmar@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2022 11:11 AM
To: City Clerk Mail Box <CityClerk@delmar.ca.us>
Subject: DRM Exhibit B DRB19-021/CDP19-015
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

To City Staff and Design Review Members,
We appreciate the many attempts that have been made on trying to meet the needs of all residences surrounding the
property located at 1804 Coast.
While this current rendition removes many of the concerns of the neighbor located just to the north of the residence we
would have preferred the plan that was purposed back in 2020.
If you look at page 91 of the 250-page packet. In that rendition, the project would have left us with a greater amount of
ocean view, and gave us a shot at seeing some of the sand and more of the waves, along with not being as much of an
imposing structure to nonresidences using 18th street to get onto the beach. This one looking at page 167, that view is
lost, pushing everything to the South while it creates a gap view for us. We will be losing the benefit of the view we
enjoy walking into the main living room or when we stand in the middle of the room near the windows. That view is
also highly dependent on the homes closer to the beach maintaining their trees. From our own experience with our
home on Forest Way that became more difficult as the base of the trees became bigger resulting in our removal of three
Ficus trees that continually impact the view of the homes to the East and South of us.
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Our view depending on where you stand is worse than the plan proposed back in 2020. While the current design is
better than the one in 2021 and does get our view closer to a 20% blockage, I do disagree with the City staff
assessment of it being under 15%.
Thank you to the DRB members that viewed 1804 from our property. If you have similar concerns we appreciate you
voicing them when this item comes up for a vote. We will try to be on the zoom call.
Sincerely,
Steven McDowell
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To: Del Mar Review Board
From: Lois Lund, Property owner at 133/135 6th street
Re: 118-120 6th Street Project

Board Members:
The proposed project for the main residence at 118-120 6th street will block white water view from the
primary living area at my property located at 133 6th street. In addition, although I understand the ADU
is not part of this approval, when you take the main residence and the ADU combined the whitewater
view is 100 percent obstructed. The increased size and height of this residence will obstruct white water,
blue water and horizon views from the main living area and hopefully will be redesigned to a lower
height with less impact.
The proposed garage and driveway will also create blockage when cars are parked in the driveway.
The views enjoyed at sunset from the front yard will now have the horizon blocked.
The existing footprint of the residence and height should be maintained. The project shifted further
north would have no impact on the primary living area view as you can see from the enclosed photos
that show the view obstruction.
If it is possible to put an in deed restriction on the new residence for height restrictions on future
building on the property, we would like to request that this be considered if possible.
I have owned this property for over 40 years and it would be ashame to lose almost the entire primary
living area ocean view to this project. The oceanfront property will have forever views and
consideration should be given to neighbor’s views, I hope the Board will consider this impact and not
approve the existing design of this project.
Lois Lund

July 26, 2022
To:

Del Mar Design Review Board

From: Holley and Robert Martens
126 6th Street
Del Mar, CA 92014
Re:

Project proposed for 118-120 6th Street
DRB22-001; CDP22-001; APN 300-182-12-00

We vigorously oppose any expansion of the original footprint of the home at 120-118 6th street
and the proposed design under consideration on July 27, 2022 by the Del Mar Review Board.
We believe this plan is not in compliance with City Ordinance 637 and 647:
23.08.072 B, C, E, F, H, J
23.08.074 A
23.08.076 B
23.08.077 A, C, D2, E, H, I
23.08.078 C (possibly), D (possibly), and E
Primary Living Area (PLA) View Corridor Blockage
The proposed southerly expansion of their structure as well as a dramatic increase in the height
of the current building directly contradicts with Community Plan Goals whereas our Primary
Scenic View is greatly obstructed. Per the review guidelines, this plan does not take our PLA
into consideration with the placement of the new driveway, garage, and ADU; specifically,
“preserving views, maximizing preservation of the natural landscape and topography,
minimizing the visibility of parking,…”.
We have had one conversation regarding this - on October 29, 2020, we met Warren Scott,
Architect, and Kurt VonderReith, a family member of the property owner for 118-120 6th
Street. They said that they were proposing to split the property into 2 separate units that they
called condos. The current garage and rental unit would remain intact. When asked if they were
designing a basement they did not respond. During this meeting, they told us that the city of
Del Mar would like to honor neighbors’ scenic views and that the city would like to limit the
property to one story. We agreed on both counts, emphasizing that we would expect them to
respect our views.
We do not believe the applicant has followed the Design Review Guidelines taking into
consideration the “borrowed view” concept. The architect has not visited our property to
determine the quality and quantity of scenic view: we feel that this design has not considered
our views in the placement and architectural appearance of the proposed plans.

Martens, 118-120 6th Street
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Our living / great room (PLA) looks directly at the proposed garage and new home structure.
Per the photo below, this proposed garage will obstruct 31% of our view. The current size of the
tree obstructs 20% of our blue water view, totaling of 51% of our blue water views. We would
like to maintain the view we had in 2013; size indicated in photo.

The design proposes an outdoor parking space on the new driveway that is adjacent to our
property line and a car parked on that parking space will obstruct even more of our view,
making the total obstruction of our blue water views from our PLA 100%.
If this construction is allowed, our property value will drastically diminish and place a barrier to
future investment in our property.
The proposed design includes re-grading of the property. The plan claims there is no difference,
however, the drawings show a 14” increase in elevations with the finished grade. The increase
in height of yard, parking space, driveway, and new building will make the obstruction even
more prominent.

Martens, 118-120 6th Street
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Architectural Renderings
Guidelines suggest that buildings’ bulk and massing should be compatible with the general scale
of existing homes in the neighborhood. The current units on this lot expand almost the entire
length; being the only lot on the street that has one contiguous building.
Without access to the plans of the ADU, it is unknown if this structure will be in scale with the
other sections of the building as to the height, chimneys and plumbing placements, and
window size and locations. The lot size is 8,002sf, with the net area less ADUs it is 6853sf. As we
cannot consider the ADU, should the calculation of the 2 homes and garage be based on a lot
size of 6853sf? If so, we feel that the landscape:lot size and buildings:lot size ratios are not in
compliance, exceeding the guidelines.
In October 2020, we were told by the architect and Mr. VonderReith that the current building is
at its limit for floor area so it couldn’t be much larger. We agree. The structure exceeds
allowable square feet for an R-2 lot and any new construction could provide the opportunity to
“right size”. Instead, an increase footprint is proposed as well as maintaining the violation of
the garage 10ft setback rule.
The proposed development does not functionally use open space between separate structures.
The drawings do not show any AC units, chimneys, or plumbing vents. We are concerned that
these will be placed in our line of site.
As stated, the proposed garage on 6th street will drastically reduce our ocean views from our
PLA. Per the guidelines, designs should “…reducing the auto dominance and garage presence
along local streets.” This garage would be the dominate feature pedestrians would see as they
walk down 6th street for their ocean view.
The proposed property shows a slanted roof on the ADU in the opposite direction of slope of
the hillside and is inconsistent with other rooflines in the neighborhood.
Privacy Concerns
Due to the unknown designs of the ADUs, we are unsure of window placements and sizes. With
the proximity of the homes, we are worried that window placements and their views into our
Master Bedroom, PLA, and the backyard will invade our privacy.
Neighborhood Safety
With 4 units (2 homes and 2 ADUs) proposed on this property, the increase in number of cars in
the neighborhood would adversely affect the safety. There are young children and impaired
adults living on 6th street; increased traffic could create a safety hazard.
Good Neighbor / Stewards of Property
The applicant has not put forth the effort to “…taking the time to speak with and listen to
neighbors; ensuring neighborhood compatibility; preserving views and protecting privacy;...”.
Martens, 118-120 6th Street
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Upon inheriting the property from Shan Heidt, the VonderReiths have ignored the upkeep of
the property. The home and its surroundings fell into disrepair, harboring termites and yard
damaging gophers. They allowed their landscaping to become overgrown, obstructing our
ocean and sky views. We are fearful that the overgrowth of vegetation is intentional in hopes
that their expanded property borders would not draw as much attention when proposing
construction projects. Regarding the gophers from their property, they have burrowed under
the fence line and continue to damage our landscaping.
At the October 2020 meeting, we discussed our ongoing requests for them to address the
gopher infestation as well as the ever-increasing mass of their bushes, trees, and plants,
reminding them that their current overgrown landscaping encroaches into our views and that
they are responsible to aggressively trim them back because of years of overgrowth. Mr.
VonderRieth agreed to address the overgrown landscaping, acknowledging that we have had
multiple conversations regarding on the topic. We do not feel this has yet to be addressed.
Fears and concerns
We are concerned that the VonderReiths will, in order to comply with guidelines of “screened
to conceal parked vehicles”, erect a fence or wall at a height to even more obstruct the view
from our PLA. The current property has 2 units, one with a 2-car garage off the alley and one
parking / driveway space that is adjacent to the property line furthest from our shared property
line. Where will cars related to the two ADUs park? How many cars will be parked on the new
driveway?
Suggestions
From our understanding, homeowners along the rail line can lease the land in front them and
landscape as they wish, ensuring no hardscaping on that property. If the VonderRieths did this,
it could open their view from the front (Ocean facing) of their home. The house across 6th
Street does this and enjoys unobstructed views of the coastline. We recommend the remodel
adhere to the original footprint and take advantage of the views already afforded that property,
where no new obstruction is built to hinder views of others.
If they are aspiring to be at a higher view, we recommend they remodel/ renovate the home
along Sherrie, it already has a second story.
We also recommend 4 parking spots rather than the 5 proposed. They could add any new
parking spaces on the alley side. If a garage is to be built facing 6th Street, we recommend then
that the entrance door is rotated and faces the ocean as not to be seen from 6th Street.
Sincerely,

Holley Fowler Martens
Martens, 118-120 6th Street

Robert Martens
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Madeline Shute
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Gwynn Thomas <gwynn.thomas@outlook.com>
Thursday, July 21, 2022 1:05 PM
Jennifer Gavin
Planning Mail Box
APN: 300-182-12-00 DRB22-001 CDP22-001 - 118-120 6th St - Gwynn Thomas
Objection
118 120 6th Street July 21 2022 Objection Gwynn Thomas.pdf; 20220711_131902.jpg;
679433068.jpg; 20220721_111234.jpg
Follow up
Completed

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Good Afternoon Jennifer,
I am objecting to the construction at 118-120 6th Street as proposed.
Attached are the following:
 My objection letter dated this date July 21, 2022
 Photo taken from 149 6th Street
 Photo taken from 149 6th Street second story loft. It should be noted that when I remodeled this home
I added the second story to capture the white water ocean view. The intended use of the second story
is to be primary living area. I had my couch, chairs, television, books, etc on the second story and used
the loft as the primary living area. I spent the majority of my time there. While the current renters are
using this area as a bedroom, all other renters used the loft as the primary living area because of the
view.
 Photo taken from 151 6th Street – primary living area. The entire home is on the second story which
has a large great room looking west, north and south.
I will be out of town July 25-29 at a family gathering in Idaho and will be unable to attend the DRB zoom
meeting so am asking that you present my letter and show my photos at the DRB meeting.
Please confirm receipt of this correspondence.
Please let me know when the DRB members wish to visit these homes.
Thank you so much.

Gwynn Thomas
619 997-5219
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July 21, 2022
To: Design Review Board
Regardiing: DRB22-001 CDP22-001 APN: 300-182-12-00
Location: 118-120 6th Street
Owner/ Applicant: Mary VonderReith
Applicant Representative: Warren W. Scott
My property: 151 6th Street and 149 6th Street, Del Mar
Dear DRB Members:
I own the properties at 149 6th Street and 151 6th Street. I object to the proposed construction at 118120 6th Street as it will unreasonably obstruct the scenic white water ocean views from the primary
living areas of both of my homes.
The homes located at 118 –120 6th Street already enjoy an extraordinary “unobstructed” 180 degree
view of the ocean and white water view that can never be taken away from them. Never.
I have limited scenic views, my neighbors have limited views, and any encroachment upon those views is
unreasonable and unnecessary. The remodel of the existing homes can be accomplished without
taking away our views.
It should also be noted the owners of 118-120 6th Street have intentionally let the Podocarpus tree in
their front yard grow up to block the view of the story poles. That tree is slated to be removed.
Disregarding the ADU’s, the expansion of the proposed building including the garage to the south,
residence to the west and increasing the height of the roof blocks my precious scenic views.
Some views may be filtered through trees but those views count. They cannot be discounted.
For example, I and some of our neighbors have filtered views through the black Japanese pine trees at
127 6th Street. Discussion to trim those trees continue and it should be noted those trees may not stand
there forever. The current owner of that property may decide to sell the property and the new owners
might remove those trees. The trees are not permanent. They may be trimmed back, removed or they
may even become beetle infested and die.
If these homes are constructed as proposed, they will permanently take away my precious scenic views
forever. I object to the project as proposed.
Sincerely,

Gwynn

Gwynn Thomas
803 Amiford Dr, SD 92107
619 997-5219
Owner 149 6th Street and 151 6th Street
PS: I will be out of town July 25-29th and unable to attend the July 27 DRB zoom meeting and ask that
Jennifer Gavin present this letter to the DRB. Attached are photos.

Photo #2 - 149 6th Street
Scenic view from second story
primary living area

151 6th Street - scenic view from primary living area

Photo #1 - 149 6th Street scenic view

Jennifer Gavin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Patricia Maas <pwmaas@gmail.com>
Wednesday, July 27, 2022 11:27 AM
Planning Mail Box
Red Dot communication for 120 6th Street DRB permit

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear DRB,
The Maas / Porras family, 127 6th Street, has significant concerns about the design and story poles at 120 6th
Street.
Our family and the former owners of 120 6th Street, the Heidt family, were close neighbors for more than 50
years. We understand that new building would require some view blockage, but hoped the new owners would
work with the neighbors so that everyone won a little and lost a little. After all, except for the Lund House to
our east, which was there when our family built our house, the entire neighborhood built their houses around the
Heidt's house.
So far that kind of compromise has not been offered, despite sharing our distress.
White water view blockage from new building at 120 6th Street
The southwest new house will block almost all of our white water view from our previously designated primary
scenic view, upstairs in the western-most room - (see picture from inside, attached).

The west elevation: the designed height, bulk and mass of the west portion of the 120 unit. It is an
overwhelming design for a one-story space that swoops upwards towards the west. This is contrary to the
DMMC building design codes:
23.08.078 - Building Design
“The proposed development fails to limit the amount of design components which unnecessarily add bulk and
mass to the building but which are not calculated as floor area ratio (FAR) pursuant to DMMC.”
The attic storage portion could easily be moved underground, since they are already digging out a basement,
with little cost change, but significant benefit to the neighborhood.
The DMMC also says that a new house should flow with the topography (Chapter 2, C.3.D pg 2-20. “Tuck
structures into hillsides and step the structure up or down the hill;”) which indicates that the design should be
higher on the east side of the hill and sweep down to a low point on the west.
We don’t understand why, if the desire is for such a high front section, this house can’t be moved to the back
half of the property, by the alley, where there is already a high building. Then the owners could work with the
neighbors in front to assure views, although affected, would still remain somewhat in tact.
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We have further concerns that plants will be allowed to grow more than 8 feet, and fences or other structures
will be added that will block any leftover white water view we have. We see that deed restrictions have been
added during the design review process in other City design permits, and would like to understand how that
process works.
Parking
Illegal parking is a huge issue on our street. If signs are removed for construction, temporary signs must be put
in their place and the permanent ones must be replaced once construction is finished. Constructions workers
must not leave their trucks parked in the street for more than the time it takes to load or offload.
Please let me know that you have received this email.
Thank you for your time.
Patricia Maas
The Maas / Porras Family
127 6th Street
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